
Question and Answers for RFP 22-252 District Unified Communication System 

 

10/13/2021 

Q: Are the Performance Bonds a “must have”? 

A: The performance bond is not required until or when they are selected. The proposal bond is required 
with the submission which basically states you will get a performance bond if awarded.  

Q: Would I be allowed to have SHI work on the RFP with the Microsoft solutions? 

A: Yes, this is acceptable 

10/19/2021 

Q: Can the school district provide a virtual environment (VMWare, Hyper-V) for the installation of the 
core phone system? 

A. As stated in section 5.01 Scope of Services, the intent is for the proposed system to include all 
associated components. This includes a virtual environment that is sized appropriately to support the 
system requirements outlined further in the RFP. KISD does not intend to leverage its existing physical or 
virtual environment for the new UC system. 

Q: From Section 5.04 B – Is replacing the SBCs listed in this this section part of the scope, or will Klein 
keep those? 

A. KISD does not intend to retain the SBCs. A new system shall include PSTN-facing equipment.  

Q. From Section 6.04 B 5 – In regards to survivability, and since the SIP trunks are centralized, does each 
location have POTS lines which can be connected for 911 access? 

A. Yes. 

Q. On Section 6.06 T 7 Mobility / Softphone – Will all 7,500 users need a client (softphone / mobile 
client) or will the school consider a percentage with this application / feature? For mobility does the 
simultaneous ring will be enough for certain users? Do you have an estimate of how many users will 
make a call simultaneously through the mobility app? 

A. Yes, all users require softphone / mobile client features. Please include pricing for them as requested. 
Also include unit pricing for reference for any additional users as a separate line item. Refer to the trunk 
traffic report provided as an appendix to the RFP for traffic volume patterns. 

Q. 6.06 U – All phones need to support wall mounting – Can you please let us know how many or a 
percentage of phones that will need to be mounted? (ex: all classrooms?) 

A. That is unknown at this time. Please provide unit pricing as a separate line item. 

Q. 6.06 W 10 – Conference calls…are these Meet Me conference calls of Ad Hoc conference calls? 

A. In the section referenced, KISD expects the minimum attendees specified for pre-scheduled 
conference calls with a call-in number. 



Q. 6.06 X 11 xiii Will the $25,000 fee be paid by the awarded vendor to the independent security 
validator or is this an additional fee we will need to include in our bid to be paid by the school to the 
independent security validator? 

A. All associated costs shall be included in the proposal. Please itemize this in the proposal submitted. 

10/20/2021 

Q. Faxing – Will Klein want the option to also have faxes from the PRI delivered to multi-function 
printers (MFPs)? If so, approximately how many MFPs? 

A. See section 6.06(T.5.c): “Ability to route inbound faxes to a variety of destinations including but not 
limited to individual or shared email mailboxes or network shares.” The quantity of MPFs is unknown at 
this time, but it is not KISD’s intent to make them the primary destination/source of FoIP faxes. 

Q. Faxing – Will Klein require the higher density FXS needs, which are, it is assumed, primarily for faxing, 
if they move to a Fax over IP solution? For example, a sample of the data provided includes: Klein 
Athletics / Stadium with 15 FXS ports, Klein Cain HS with 6 FXS ports, Klein Collins HS with 10 FXS ports, 
Klein Forest HS with 16 FXS ports, and Klein HS with 20 ports. Should these FXS port counts be reduced 
w/ the adoption of FoIP? 

A. Please refer to the table in section 6.06 (V.4) for KISD’s FXS needs at each campus. 

Q. Security – To ensure validation for security, all Responders must include a not-to-exceed fee of 
$25,000 for an independent security validation. Will the District be responsible to contract this 
independent security validation, and to ensure it does not exceed $25,000, with the not to exceed fee to 
be paid by Contractor from the included line item? 

A. See answer above. 

Q. Page 6 – Tab 6 mentions “Pricing Guarantee Letter” Can you please clarify what information is 
expected to be provided in this letter? 

A. A guarantee from the manufacturer that the pricing in the proposal is valid for 36 months. See section 
4.05. 

Q. With regards to survivability will you need feature parity (the same feature set as 
normal operation) for the users at the remote sites during a WAN failure? 

A. No, KISD will not need full parity in a WAN failover scenario. Basic phone services including dial tone 
for internal and outbound calling and outbound 911 dialing should remain functional for all phones at 
that campus. Functions such as mobility and voicemail are not expected to remain functional in that 
scenario.  

Q. Will all sites require this (WAN failover) or just the schools? 

A. All sites. 

Q. Is the district requiring SIP sets or H.323? 

A. KISD prefers SIP handsets. If your proposal specifies H.323 phones, then please include an explanation 
of the advantages or reasons why it includes H.323 handsets. 



Q. Will KISD deploy SIP trunks at the back up data center (Cain HS)? If not, what is the 
plan for PSTN access in the event of system failover? 

A. This is not a requirement in this RFP. KISD will consider solutions for this but will address at another 
time. If you do include a solution, include in value-add section of the proposal. Campuses will in the 
meantime rely on campus telephony survivability measures as requested.  
 
Q. 6.06, Section A - For any virtualized components being installed in Klein ISD's datacenter(s), is it KISD's 
intent to leverage their existing virtual environment. 

A. See answer provided above to a similar question.  

Q. Does the respondent only need to provide specifications and quantities for virtual 
components? 

A. No.  

Q. 6.06, Section B - For feature transparency, if the WAN is down and most services/applications are 
hosted in the DC, are you expecting UC services to be functioning at a campus? 
 
A. See answer provided above to a similar question.  

Q. 6.06, Section T, Item 7a - The proposed solution has requested that all users have a phone, 
softphone, and mobile client.  
 
A. See answer provided above to a similar question.  

Q. Will all 7500 softphones and mobile clients be active all the time? Please 
describe.  
 
A. See answer provided above to a similar question.  

Q. How many users will be active daily for softphones and mobile clients? 
 
Q. 6.06, Section T, Item 9b - To provide a storage solution, a 30-day estimate of the number of calls plus 
average duration is needed. Will KISD provide this information? 
 
A. See appendix provided with RFP for call volume. Length of call info not available.  
 
Q. Additional Breakout of Phone Counts: Our licensing is split up into common area and user based 
licensing, can you please provide a count of the following for users or areas that need phones (including 
people that need only softphones)? 
 
• Common Area License count - this is a count of devices that are in common areas that are not 
tied to a specific user 
• User based license - this is a knowledge worker that has a phone (either a hard phone and/or a 
softphone) with voicemail 
 
A. Common area license count information is unavailable; however, in this instance please assume one 
per campus. 



Q. 911 Zones - Emergency Response Locations (ERL) are how emergency responders quickly find 
locations within buildings. They can be defined as areas of a building such as (North-West Side of Second 
Floor) or can be individual rooms. 
 
• How many ERL's will you need? 
 
• On top of the ERL's above, how many Wi-Fi devices (wireless phones connected to the WLAN) 
will you have? [These devices need to be covered for 911 services] 
 
• On top of the ERL's and Wi-Fi_33 devices, how many users with softphones and softphones 
running off their mobile devices will you have? [These users need to be covered for 911 
services as well] 
 
A. Refer to sections 6.06 (T.6.b) and 6.06 (T.6.b) – assume one ERL per campus. KISD Is not requesting 
any WiFi phones. For softphones, please see answer above to a similar question. 
 
Q. Service Providers - Would Klein consider adding a second SIP trunk in its second Data Center in Klein 
Cain? If so, should that be included in this RFP response? 
 
Would Klein consider terminating the ATT SIP service for another service if an alternative SIP 
trunk was proposed? 
 
A. See answer provided above to a similar question. KISD is not interested in changing providers during 
the deployment but may in a later project. 
 
Q. Unified Communications - We may be able to utilize Klein's existing VM environment for the UC 
servers. Would Klein be able to provide available vDisk, vCPU, Physical CPU Base Frequency, vRAM, vNIC, 
and VMWare version information of this environment? 
 
A. See answer provided above to a similar question. 
 
Are there any phones in the existing environment that you may want to re-use in the new 
deployment?  
If so, can you provide model information along with quantities? 
 
A. KISD does not intend to re-use or retain any existing handsets. 
 
Q. Email/AD - Are there any immediate plans to move AD to the cloud? 
 
A. KISD has an AD Azure presence today but the primary is on-prem and KISD has no plans to move away 
from that. 
 
 
Q. Public Address System - Would you like a proposal to migrate the legacy Public Address System to an 
IP based one? 
If so, can you provide more detail of this environment including speaker count by building? 
 
A. KISD has no plans currently to replace its PA system.  



 
Q. Call Center - Can you provide a call flow for the call center? The UC platform has call queuing built in 
without needing a call center so a call flow and a use case will help determine if a call center is required. 
 
What type of reporting do you need? 
 
Do you need any Work Force Management (WFM) or Work Force Optimization (WFO) tools? 
 
Do you need any Wall Boards? 
If so, will you supply the monitors and thin clients?  
If not, how many do you need? 
 
If so, will you supply the monitors and thin clients? If not, how many do you need? 
 
Do you need any chat, SMS, Email, or social media channels?  If so, how many of each?   
 
A. KISD requests a properly sized call center solution. Today KISD doesn’t use call center functionality 
but wants to implement them. Please use the information provided in the RFP for sizing. Include 
advanced reporting with applicable licensing and hardware as a separate line item. Include WFM and 
WFO as a separate line item. KISD does not require respondents to include wall boards or PCs as part of 
the proposal. If chat, SMS, email, and social media channels are not included in the base call center 
product, then add it as a separate line item. 
 
Q. Call Recording: How many main lines do you have? 
What is the average talk time and call volume? 
 
How many administrators do you have? 
What is the average talk time and call volume? 
 
Do you need on-demand recording or always on recording? 
 
Do you require a message to be played before the call to inform callers they are being 
recorded? 
 
A. Each campus has a main line, so assume 80 total main lines at 4-5 mins average call length. Call 
volume per campus is not known; use the trunk traffic report provided as an appendix to the RFP as 
reference at a district level. Assume two administrators per campuses. Main lines should always be 
recording; on-demand for administrators. KISD does not require a notification message. 
 
Q. Hunt Groups - Can you provide a better estimate of number of Hunt Groups? 
Will most hunt groups be configured similarly?  
If so, this will help reduce the time to create Visio drawings for each hunt group. 
 
A. Refer to section 6.06 (X.2.j) for hunt group requirements. All hunt groups will be configured similarly.  
 
 
 



Q. PA System Integration - Can we assume that a standard Universal Paging and Access Module will be 
able to interface with all of the PA Systems?  
If not, please provide make and model of each system we will have to integrate with. 
Please provide a total count of PA systems we will have to integrate with. 
 
A. Yes, for your response, assume it will be able to interface with all KISD campuses’ PA systems. 
 
Q. Informal Training - Can we assume that class sizes will be limited to 12 participants per class and that 
Klein will provide the switching and staging of that space for training? 
 
A. Yes. 


